‘Ma Rainey’s’ in command of the
room at Two River
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Although there hasn’t been any sort of an official mission statement to that effect, it’s becoming
apparent that Two River Theater Company is well on its way toward mapping and exploring the
celebrated “Century Cycle” of the late August Wilson — that collection of ten somewhat
interconnected dramas; each one examining a facet of the black American experience in a
different decade of the 20th century.
With the current production of “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom,” Two River offers up its fourth Wilson
script in five seasons (following “Jitney,” “Two Trains Running” and “Seven Guitars”) — and, with
the return of frequent collaborator Ruben Santiago-Hudson as director, the Red Bank-based
professional troupe re-establishes a direct connection to Wilson’s legacy (a Tony winner for his

own acting turn in “Seven Guitars,” Santiago-Hudson worked numerous times with the
playwright who died in 2005) — tapping into a stock company of seasoned performers
(augmented by some welcome newcomers), for a Wilson staging that just might be the best yet
seen on the Red Bank boards.
An early triumph for Wilson and his first Broadway breakthrough, the 1984 ensemble piece
exists at a remove from the larger cycle (for one thing, it’s the only one of the ten plays that
doesn’t take place in the author’s hometown of Pittsburgh) — and while it came to be more or
less retro-fitted into the grander scheme of things, it’s not necessary to have seen any of the
playwright’s other works to appreciate “Ma Rainey.” It’s a strong stand-alone; one of the
playwright’s best-realized scripts and a worthy encapsulation of the themes of social injustice,
great aspirations and shattered dreams that pulse through Wilson’s body of work.
Set inside a Chicago recording studio on a cold day in 1927, the play details the happenings
before, during and after a session in which the real-life “Mother of the Blues” Gertrude “Ma”
Rainey (stage and TV veteran Arnetia Walker) lays down wax on the dance-novelty song of the
play’s title.
The talented young scenic designer Charlie Corcoran (who also did the very different set for
“Iago,” the current offering at Long Branch’s New Jersey Repertory Company) delineates the
world of Ma Rainey and her people via multiple levels and dimensions — from the stark
basement rehearsal room of the musicians, to the spacious recording floor and the drab
cityscape outside. And above that floor exists the second-story office and enclosed control
booth, where Ma’s white manager Irvin and studio owner Sturdyvant gaze down and
communicate via tin-horn intercom.
Keeping everyone waiting for much of the first act, then blowing in with gale force in the
company of her makeshift entourage — her lovely young lady friend Dussie Mae (Chanté
Adams) and her shy, stuttering nephew Sylvester (Marcel Spears) — Ma quickly dispenses with
the carefully worked out arrangements, schedules and protocols of the recording session,
asserting her considerable power (a power backed up with an even more considerable talent) in
ways that turn the play completely topsy turvy.
Song lists are torn up; Sylvester is enlisted to perform a spoken intro to her next record, and as
for the sophisticated chart prepared for her by ambitious trumpeter Levee, well... “Levee ain’t
messin’ up my song with none of that music s**t.”
At the same time, Ma is in danger of becoming a relic; something that’s apparent to just about
everyone but Ma. As channeled in voice and spirit by the superbly cast Walker, she’s the
groundbreaking artist who won’t cede one square inch of that ground to the ideas and energy of
the next generation — content to reign supreme over the little universe of the recording studio,
even (as one of the musicians makes abundantly clear) her perceived power “ain’t nothin” in the
bigger, whiter world beyond her rural, regional fanbase.
Although we understand exactly where she’s coming from, the image of Ma — the star
attraction and contrarian whose every whim is law; who manipulates by abuse and accusation;
who disdains all others’ counsel; who’s quick to threaten quitting, and even quicker to throw a
colleague under the bus — resonates in the here and now, in ways that August Wilson would
likely never have dreamed.

In the pivotal part of Levee — the trumpeter and composer with big-city aspirations beyond the
fading “jug band” formula of Ma’s signature sound — Brandon J. Dirden returns to Two River
Theater for his fifth project, following up his directorial debut on last year’s “Seven Guitars.” The
Obie-winning actor has been on a roll in recent seasons, both on variously sized screens (the
Netflix series “The Get Down;” FX’s “The Americans”) and on the Broadway stage (as MLK in
the Tony-winning “All the Way”), and it’s not hard to see why his services have increasingly been
in demand.
Running a gamut from smooth and swaggering seducer, to wounded and frustrated soul who
lashes out in ever more unpredictable ways, Dirden paints a vivid portrait of a brilliant, intense
and hopeful young man with a horn; one who walks a razor’s edge between real success and
flat-out ruin — as much by his own hand, as by the forces that conspire to keep him down.
A surprise addition to the cast of August Wilson veterans is another frequent presence on the
Two River stage: Tony nominee Michael Cumpsty, the Shakespearean specialist (he won an
Obie for no less melancholy a Dane than “Hamlet”) who will soon don the crown of King Henry II
in James Goldman’s “The Lion in Winter.”
As the painstakingly civil (if not entirely reconstructed) manager, he walks a fine line between
the sometimes violent stubbornness of his star vocalist, and the innate professionalism of the
“boys” in her band — bassist Slow Drag (Harvy Blanks), trombonist Cutler (James A. Williams)
and the cerebral pianist Toledo (Brian D. Coats). Older and arguably more versed in the ways of
the world than their hot-headed young colleague Levee, the musicians are a fount of stories,
jokes, snippets of philosophy, and the sort of sad wisdom imparted by the “leftovers” of this
world. And, despite miming their instruments to the jazz music of Bill Sims Jr. and Kenny
Rampton, the actors work together with the sixth-sense dexterity of longtime bandmates.
In short, if you see but one August Wilson play in your lifetime, you’d do well to request that
dance with “Ma Rainey” — and if you have but one go-round with that “Black Bottom,” let it be
known that this take’s a keeper.
MA RAINEY’S BLACK BOTTOM
WHERE: Two River Theater, 21 Bridge Ave., Red Bank
WHEN: Wednesdays through Sundays until Oct. 9
TICKETS: $20 to $65, www.tworivertheater.org or 732-345-1400

